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Abstract. Modern Web, which is frequently called Social Web or Web 2.0, 
celebrates the power of the user community. Most frequently it is associated 
with the power of users as contributors or various kinds of contents through 
Wikis, blogs, and resource sharing sites. However, the community power 
impacts not only the production of Web content, but also the access to all kinds 
of Web content. A number of research groups worldwide work on social 
information access techniques, which help users get to the right information 
using “community wisdom” distilled from tracked actions of those who worked 
with this information earlier. The paper provides an overview of this research 
stream focusing on social search, social navigation, and social visualization 
techniques. 

1   Introduction 

Modern Web, which is frequently called Social Web or Web 2.0, celebrates the power 
of the user community. Most frequently it is associated with the power of user 
community as content contributors through Wikis, blogs, and resource sharing sites. 
However, the power of community impacts not only the production of Web content, 
but also the access to all kinds of Web content. A number or research groups 
worldwide work on social information access technologies, which help users get to 
the right information using “community wisdom” distilled from the actions of those 
who worked with this information earlier. Social information access technologies 
capitalize on the natural tendency of people to follow direct and indirect cues of 
others’ activities, e.g. going to a restaurant that seems to attract many customers, or 
asking others what movies to watch. 

Social information access can be formally defined as a stream of research that 
explores methods for organizing users’ past interaction with an information system 
(known as explicit and implicit feedback), in order to provide better access to 
information to the future users of the system. This stream has to be considered as 
emerging. It covers a range of rather different systems and technologies operating on 
a different scale - from a small closed corpus site to the whole Web. While the 
technologies located on the different sides of this stream may not even recognize each 
other as being a part of the same whole, the whole stream is driven by the same goals: 
to use the power of a user community for improving information access.  



The social information access is frequently considered as an alternative to the 
traditional (content-based) information access. In most of the cases, social 
information access can run in parallel with the traditional one, helping users to find 
resources that would be hard to find in a traditional way. In other cases where 
traditional information access is hard to organize (for example, in a collection of non-
indexed images), social mechanisms (such as tagging) can provide a handy 
replacement. However, it has been more and more frequently demonstrated that most 
benefits could be obtained by integrating social and traditional technologies, for 
example, building hybrid recommender systems, which integrate collaborative and 
content-based recommender mechanisms [10]. An important feature of all social 
information access systems is self-organization. Social information access systems are 
able to work with little or no involvement of human indexers, organizers, or other 
kinds of experts. They are truly powered by a community of users. 

As a type of information access, which can offer multiple benefits, while being 
relatively easy to organize and maintain, social information access attracts more and 
more researchers and practitioners. The paper provides an overview of this emerging 
research stream while focusing primary on social search, social navigation, and social 
visualization techniques. 

2   The Emergence of Social Information Access 

The pioneer work on social information access appeared in the early 1990s, but the 
emergence of social information access as a research area happened between 1994 
and 1996. This period brought many innovations in all areas related to information 
access, as research teams investigated new approaches to help users in the rapidly 
expanding information space. In the area of social information access, these years 
produced two well-defined research streams: collaborative filtering and social 
navigation. 

Collaborative filtering [36; 45] attempted to propagate information items between 
users with similar interests. This technology enabled social forms of information 
filtering and recommendation. The emergence of collaborative filtering is typically 
traced back to the Information Tapestry project and a seminal paper about it, which 
coined the term [23]. Information Tapestry employed an approach, which was later 
called pull-active collaborative filtering [36]: to receive social guidance, its users had 
to actively query the community feedback left by earlier users. Another early example 
of “active” filtering (in this case push-active) was provided by Lotus Notes 
recommender [39], which encouraged users to send interesting documents directly to 
their colleagues. While both of these examples were highly influential, the 
mainstream work in the area of collaborating filtering focused on automatic 
approaches based on matching users with similar interests and cross-recommending 
positively-rated items. This direction was lead by such pioneer systems as GroupLens 
[43], Ringo [47], and Video Recommender [26].  

Social navigation [13] in its early forms attempted to visualize the aggregated or 
individual actions of community users. The motivation behind this work was that that 
these “footprints” can help community users to navigate through information space. 



By its nature, social navigation supported user browsing activity. The ideas of social 
navigation are frequently traced back to the pioneer Read Wear and Edit Wear system 
[27]. This system visualized the history of authors’ and readers’ interactions with a 
document enabling new users to quickly locate the most viewed or edited parts of the 
document. Social navigation in information space as well as the term social 
navigation was introduced two years later by Dourish and Chalmers as “moving 
towards cluster of people” or “selecting subjects because others have examined them” 
[16].  

The pioneer systems Juggler [12] and Footprints [50] used the ideas of social 
navigation to help users navigating in two kinds of information spaces – a Web site 
and a text-based virtual environment (MOO). Both systems attempted to visualize 
“wear” traces left by the system users in order to guide future users. In addition to this 
indirect social navigation, Juggler also implemented several types of direct social 
navigation (for example, allowing users to guide each other directly through chat). 
This allowed Dieberger [12] to start the process of generalizing the ideas of social 
navigation. 

Further generalization of the field of social navigation was propelled by several 
workshops, which gathered like-minded researchers, and publications, which steamed 
from these workshops [14; 28; 41]. As a result of this active idea exchange, the scope 
of social navigation was broadened to cover all approaches, which use social feedback 
as a source of knowledge in assisting the users. The notion of social feedback was 
also broadened to include a variety of options – from navigation traces to rich explicit 
feedback and resource annotations. The newly-defined field of social navigation 
included two main groups of systems - collaborative filtering systems and Footprints-
type systems, which were referred to as history-enriched environments.  

More recently, the set of social information access technologies was extended with 
social search and social bookmarking systems. The research on collaborative 
information retrieval [33] produced some truly social search systems that attempted to 
help new searchers by capitalizing on past successful searches of similar users. The 
pioneer AntWorld system [32] was soon followed by several similar systems such as 
I-SPY [48] and SERF [30]. Another group of pioneer systems such as Siteseer [44], 
PowerBookmarks [38], and WebTagger [34] started the collaborative bookmarking 
research stream. Researchers working on collaborative bookmarking explored 
different ways of bookmark sharing to help new users locate useful information 
already discovered and classified by others and invented social tagging mechanism. In 
less than 10 years social bookmarking and tagging system popularized by such 
systems as del.icio.us or Flickr.com grew into a new major Internet technology [24]. 

It’s important to stress again that each social information access technology 
achieved success by collecting community wisdom in a specific form, and enabling 
users working with a specific information access paradigm to benefit from this. Being 
quite different by nature, the social information access technologies have a lot in 
common. Unfortunately, no recent attempts were made to provide a comprehensive 
overview of these technologies. The important “unifying” books and papers on social 
navigation [14; 28; 41] appeared too early to cover and integrate more recent 
technologies. This paper attempts to fill this gap to some extent and provide a unified 
view on all technologies listed above. It looks at the problem from the prospective of 
information access, which is a slightly different and in some sense more narrow angle 



than the one taken in the books cited above. The next section suggests a framework, 
which can be used to classify existing social information access technologies. The 
remaining sections focus on social search, browsing, and visualization, which are 
arguably the least known social information access technologies.  

3   A Taxonomy of Social Information Access Technologies 

To understand differences between modern social information access systems, it is 
useful to understand which type of information access they are attempting to support. 
In an earlier paper we distinguished four major information access paradigms to 
classify adaptive information access systems: ad-hoc information retrieval, 
information filtering, hypertext browsing, and information visualization [9]. In ad-hoc 
information retrieval (IR), users get access to relevant information by issuing a query 
to an IR system or search engine and analyzing a ranked list of documents (for 
example, book records), which are returned as a result. In information filtering (IF) an 
information system attempts to recommend documents, which match the user’s long-
term interests. Traditional IF systems match a user-provided profile against a flow of 
incoming documents (for example, news articles) to select the most relevant items for 
the user. Modern recommender systems (often considered as an extension of IF) 
construct dynamic user profiles by observing user interactions, and as a result can 
produce new recommendations even in stable document collections. In hypertext 
browsing, a user attempts to find relevant documents by browsing links that connect 
documents in a collection. In information visualization, a set of documents is 
presented to the user using some visualization metaphor in 2 or 3 dimensions; the user 
observes or, in the case of interactive visualization, interacts with the visualized set to 
find the most relevant documents. 

The analysis of modern social information access technologies shows that different 
technologies were, in fact, developed in conjunction with different information access 
paradigms. The type of information access supported by a specific technology to a 
large extent determines the nature of this technology and its difference from other 
paradigms. For example, classic social navigation technologies (history-enriched 
environments) were developed to support browsing-based access. This context 
requires navigation support systems, which can help the users to decide, which of 
many links on the current page to follow. The natural approach to using the 
community wisdom is to show “where did the people go” [13] by augmenting links 
with digital “wear” indicators. The natural approach to collect this wisdom is to track 
user page visits [8] or link traversals [50]. 

Social search technologies were developed to support traditional IR information 
access. In this context, users expect to see a ranked list of relevant resources. The 
natural approach to using the community wisdom is to insert community-relevant 
links into the list or results [30; 48] or stress, which of the returned documents are not 
only relevant, but also appreciated by the community [2; 32]. A reliable approach to 
collecting this wisdom is to track connections between queries and items selected or 
rated by the community members in the context of these queries [30; 32; 48]. 



The presence of the context (such as current query or location in the hyperspace) 
helps both IR and browsing systems to identify similar users without more 
sophisticated tracking. These system can accumulate community wisdom by query, 
by link, or by page – but not necessary by user. As a result, there is no need for a user 
to login, although both kinds of systems can provide better service if the user can pick 
up one of the sub-communities tracked by the system [19; 48]. As a result, social 
search and browsing system are very easy to integrate into any kind of existing Web 
systems. 

In contrast, collaborative filtering technologies were designed to work in the most 
challenging situation – long-term information filtering, i.e., in a situation with no 
current context. As a result, collaborative filtering technologies have to track all user 
activity on the individual level, construct detailed user profiles and apply 
sophisticated approaches to match similar users.  

Let’s skip social visualization, since this area is not sufficiently developed, and 
move to social bookmaking. Social bookmarking technology presents an interesting 
case in social information access. Unlike other listed technologies, modern social 
bookmarking does not really augment any of the traditional information access 
paradigms. Instead, it provides an alternative mechanism to access information using 
community-contributed tags. In this case the social wisdom, which other social 
systems accumulate in some hidden form “behind the stage”, becomes visible as a 
tightly interlinking tag space. The information can be accessed through this tag space 
using traditional access paradigms such as tag searching, tag navigation, or tag 
visualization in the form of tag cloud. So, social tagging augments several traditional 
information access paradigms by providing additional community-created space 
where these paradigms can be applied.  

As could be noticed from the discussion above, there are at least three different 
levels on which social information technologies accumulate user information. The 
most relaxing is the all-users level where a system does not distinguish its users and 
accumulates all past usage activity “in a single pile”. This approach was used in 
several early social search and browsing systems [12; 21; 32; 50] and is still 
appropriate in the situations where the body of users is reasonably sized and their 
information needs are similar [30; 37].  

In the situation where the body of users is large and diverse (which is the case for 
the majority of “open Web” systems), the presence of context such as the current 
query or Web page become insufficient to reliably identify similar users. The 
information needs of the users passing a specific link or issuing a specific query may 
still be too diverse. This situation caused several recent social information access 
projects such as I-SPY [48], Knowledge Sea II [17], Conference Navigator [19], and 
ASSIST [20] to start accumulated social wisdom for different subsets of the whole 
body of users independently. The subsets could be of different nature and size – from 
a community of like-minded users [19; 48], which can include hundreds, to a small 
group of users (such as a college class) joined by the same information goal [17]. This 
approach can be called community-level or group-level information access. In this 
paper we will use the latter term, since it stresses the clear difference from “all-users” 
approach. Group level access provides an attractive compromise between all-users 
and individual level. It can provide very reliable social guidance without a 
requirement to authenticate, which can be a stumbling point for several reasons [48]. 



Comparable with all-user level, group-level approaches sort user feedback in multiple 
“group bins”, which may result in community wisdom becoming too sparse. The 
challenge for the developers of group-level social systems is to engineer the groups of 
the proper size to make sure that the volume of social feedback is sufficient for useful 
guidance. If the volume of social information provided by an average user is large and 
the volume of resources used by a group is not large, some good social guidance can 
be provided even for small groups of users. In addition, the problem of sparsity in 
group-level systems can be addressed by propagation of social feedback between 
groups [22]. 

The most fine-grained level of wisdom collection is user-level, where each piece of 
feedback is associated with an individual user and accumulated in the profile of this 
user. User-level tracking is a standard for personalized information access techniques 
such as adaptive navigation support [7] or personalized search [40]. Among social 
information access systems, user-level tracking is critical only for collaborative 
filtering systems. However, modern approaches to increasing user contributions in 
social systems such as incentives [11] or “do it for yourself” [18; 19] may require 
user-level tracking in any kind of social information access systems. User-level 
tracking adds another burden to the developers of a social information system: how to 
attribute all kinds of feedback left by an individual user to the profile of that user. To 
some limited extent, it can be done by tracking a user within a single session, but in 
general case it requires a long-term user profiling and reliable user authentication 
(such as password-protected login). 

Due to the lack of space, this paper offers no further attempts to classify social 
information access systems. Instead, we refer to several collaborative filtering and 
social navigation papers [13; 36; 45; 49], which offer several useful dimensions to 
classify social systems. While each of these dimensions was suggested to classify a 
special group of systems, most of them can be successfully applied to classify all 
kinds of social information access approaches. 

The remaining sections attempt to provide examples of social navigation 
technologies discussed above. Since both collaborative filtering and social tagging are 
rather well publicized in research literature, the presentation is focused on the least 
known social navigation, social search, and social visualization technologies.  

4   Social Browsing 

Social browsing systems use “community wisdom” to assist their users in the process 
of browsing a hyperspace or another virtual environment (such as MUD). As 
mentioned before, social browsing support systems collect the community wisdom by 
tracking two kinds of information – link traversals (link-centric approach) and page 
visits (page-centric). While these kinds of information look similar, they are quite 
different and each has its own advantage. Link traversal is the most browsing-specific 
kind of information. It allows not just counting how many users visited a specific 
page, but also distinguishing where they came from, i.e. the context in which this visit 
took place. The context in hypertext is quite important. Visiting the same page may be 
very relevant for the community members in one context (i.e., from one page linked 



to it) and much less relevant in the other context (i.e., from another linked page). 
While link-centric approaches take this context into account, they still do not track 
user activities within a page and this can’t distinguish links to really useful pages 
from “tar pits” – low-value pages hidden behind attractive links. In contrast, page-
centric approaches do not distinguish how the community users get to a specific page. 
It decreases the precision of system advice and makes it necessary to group users in 
reasonably homogeneous communities and track navigation within each community. 
At the same time, it is easier for page centric approaches to take into account user 
behavior within each page (time spent, browsing, annotation) and thus distinguish 
good pages from tar pits.  

Most of the early social browsing systems were link centered, although they still 
differ in respect to how the accumulated link traversal information was used. One 
kind of systems followed the traditions of intelligent hypertext and used link traversal 
information to periodically modify and expand the hyperspace link structure. For 
example, a system presented in [5] can add a link from page A to page C if existing 
links from A to B and from B to C were frequently used in succession. This kind of 
re-structuring typically requires global log analysis and is better performed off-line. 
The other kind of systems was inspired by the social navigation ideas and used link 
traversal information to dynamically generate history-enriched environments, where 
the behavior of past users is made visible.  

A classic example of a link-centric history-enriched system is Juggler [12]. Juggler 
is a MOO system, a text-based virtual environment, which is conceptually similar to 
hypertext. A MOO system consists of rooms connected by passages. Every room exit 
in Juggler tracked how frequently it was used and showed this information (textually) 
as wear on a door mat. Wear decayed over time in order to reflect the behavior of 
natural environments, such as a path in the forest, which may fade and disappear if 
not used frequently. This feature was introduced to guide people towards popular 
locations and make encounters in the environment more likely. The same idea was 
implemented in the Web navigation context in Footprints system, which visualizes 
usage paths in a web site [50]. The Footprints system allows users to leave activity 
traces in the virtual environment and visualizes these traces to guide future users. 
With the Footprints system, new users can see the popularity of each link on the 
current page and make navigation decisions. 

An example of a simple page-centric social browsing system is CoWeb [13; 15]. 
CoWeb is a history-enriched Wiki system. To increase user awareness of what is 
going on in the Wiki space and to guide the users to most recently updated or visited 
pages all links inside the CoWeb were annotated with activity markers (Fig. 1). An 
access marker showed access information using a metaphor of footprints. Small 
footprint symbols in three different colors (gray, orange, red) were placed right next 
to links to indicate the amount of traffic the page behind that link received in the past 
24 hours. A novelty marker indicated another kind of community activity, which is 
specific to Wiki: page updates. Using three different novelty levels, it indicated how 
long ago that page was last modified.  

A more sophisticated example of page-centric social browsing system is the 
Knowledge Sea II [8]. Knowledge Sea II uses ideas of social navigation to support 
both browsing and visualization access to information. The visualization-based access 
is provided through an 8 by 8 cell-based map of the information space. This map is 



assembled using Kohonen’s Self-Organized Map (SOM) technology [35] from about 
25,000 Web pages devoted to C programming language. Every cell on a resulting map 
provides access to a subset of these pages. By clicking on a cell, the user can open it 
and get access to the set of pages located in this cell (Fig. 2). An interesting property 
of SOM technology is that it places similar pages into the same or adjacent cells on 
the map, so the result presents a reasonably good semantic map of the information 
space. The cells of the map are marked by keywords, which are most frequently found 
in its pages and by landmark resources located in the cell.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Page-centric social browsing support in CoWeb. Two kinds of activity markers indicate 
when the page behind the link was last modified and also whether it was recently accessed. 
Used from [13] with the permission from the author.  

The browsing-based access is provided through the hierarchical structure of the C 
programming tutorials assembled by the system. Each tutorial site is organized as a 
tree with table of contents, sections, and subsections. The home page of Knowledge 
Sea II provides access to the root pages of all these tutorials. Starting from that, users 
can navigate down to the sections or subsections of interest.  

The community wisdom in Knowledge Sea II is collected by tracking two kinds of 
page-centric user information: timed page visits (traffic) and page annotations. This 
information is used to generate a history-enriched environment with two types of 
visual cues, which change the appearance of links on the pages and map cells 
presented to the user (Fig. 2). These cues are based on the two kinds of tracked 
information and are known respectively as traffic- and annotation-based social 



navigation support. The system generates appropriate cues individually for each user 
by analyzing past individual activities of the user and other users belonging to the 
same group. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Social navigation support in the Knowledge Sea II system. The knowledge map is 
shown on the top left and an opened cell on the right. The list of links to the tutorial roots is 
shown on the bottom left. A darker blue background indicates documents and map cells that 
have received more attention from users within the same group. Human icons with darker 
colors indicate documents and cells that have received more attention from the user herself. 
Similarly, a yellow background indicates density of annotations.  

Traffic-based navigation support attempts to express how much attention the user 
herself and other users from the same group paid to each of 25,000 pages that the 
system monitors. The level of attention for a page is computed taking into account 
both number of visits and time spent on the page and is displayed to the user through 
an icon that shows a human figure on a blue background. The color saturation of the 
figure expresses the level of the user’s own attention while the background color 
expresses the average level of group attention. The higher the level of attention is, the 
darker the color appears to the user. The contrast between colors allows the user to 
compare her navigation history with the navigation of the entire group. For example, a 
light figure on a dark background indicates a page that is popular among group 
members but remains under-explored by the user. The color of the map cell and the 
human figure shown in the cell is computed by integrating attention parameters of all 
pages belonging to that cell.  



Annotation-based navigation support uses a similar approach to represent the 
number of page annotations made by the users from the same group. Users can 
annotate each page in the system. Users can also indicate that a note is praise (i.e., the 
page is good in some aspect). While users make annotations mainly for themselves, 
Knowledge Sea II allows all users of the same group to benefit from collective 
annotation behavior. The yellow annotation icon shown next to the blue traffic icon 
shows the density and the “praise temperature” of annotation for each page. The more 
annotations a page has, the darker the yellow background color appears to the user. 
The temperature shown on a thermometer icon indicates the percentage of praise 
annotations. 

5   Social Search 

Let’s start with narrowing down the notion of social search. Over the last 10 years, 
researchers and practitioners suggested a number of creative approaches to use social 
information for the improvement of Web search. The most well-known example is 
Google PageRank [6], which improves ranking by using Web link structure - a 
communal product of Web page authors. However, in the light of definition of social 
information access suggested in the introduction, only a subset of these approaches 
qualify as social search – those based on taking into account the past behavior of 
information system users. Similar to the case of social browsing, the approaches 
based on past search behavior can be further classified into off-line and on-line 
approaches. Off-line approaches seek to use various kinds of social information to 
improve indexing and ranking delivered by search engines. For example, weights of 
query terms may be increased in the index of documents, which were selected in 
response to this query [46]. On-line approaches seek to assist users in their search 
dynamically by accessing the accumulated social information during the very search 
process. By social search, modern sources traditionally mean on-line approaches. We 
will follow this tradition below.  

Social search approaches do not attempt to modify the behavior of search engines, 
but instead apply the community wisdom before the search engine is invoked or after 
the results are returned. Pre-search approaches use community wisdom for social 
query expansion. This idea was suggested by Fitzpatrick and Dent [21] (who also 
coined the term social search) and expanded in several other projects [3; 29]. Due to 
the lack of space, we will not provide more details about these approaches. 

Post-search approaches use the community wisdom to manipulate results returned 
by a search engine. It can be done in several ways: re-ranking results returned by the 
engine according to their social value, inserting additional results that were not in the 
list originally, and adding social visual cues to the listed results. A pioneer attempt to 
use social information for ranking search results was made at the second part of the 
1990's by DirectHit (www.directhit.com) search engine. DirectHit used query logs to 
measure the popularity of result selections for each given query. This data was used 
for “social ranking” for future occurrences of this query. Unfortunately this approach 
turned out to bee too simplistic for a large-scale search engine: it never became a 
success story. The study [4] showed that DirectHit falls below the satisfaction of an 



average user. The most cited reason of DirectHit failure was low query repetition, 
which made the social data collected by it too sparse to use frequently and reliably. 
User diversity was another likely contribution: users with different goals and interests 
may prefer different results returned by the same query. Finally, the proposed 
approach to link ranking was too easy to abuse by malicious users who wanted to 
promote their favorite pages. 

A more sophisticated approach was pioneered at the same time [31] in AntWorld 
system [32] and later re-used in SERF [30]. AntWorld introduced the concept of a 
quest, which is an information goal pursued by a user over a sequence of queries (Fig. 
3). The system successfully encouraged its users to describe their quests in natural 
language and used this description to determine inter-quest similarity. During their 
search, the users were able to rank search results by their relevance to the original 
quest (not a query used to obtain this result!). These innovations allowed the system 
to address to some extent the sparsity and reliability problems. To determine 
documents, which are socially relevant for a particular quest, the system looked for 
positively ranked documents in past similar quests. The system assisted the user by 
adding socially relevant documents to the list of search results and also adding a small 
ant icon to socially relevant links returned during each search within the quest.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. AntWorld encouraged its user to describe their quests in natural language. 

A different approach to improve the reliability of social recommendation was 
suggested in I-SPY, which worked as a post-filter for regular search engines [48]. I-
SPY combined and extended DirectHit and AntWord approaches. Like DirectHit, it 
used indirect feedback (the fact of document selection from the list of results) and 
accumulated social information on the level of a single query, not a multy-query 
quest. Thus it targeted typical search engine users who are less likely to specify wordy 
quests or rate search results. At the same time, I-SPY used query similarity to fight 
sparsity in the same way as AntWorld used quest similarity. When presented with a 



new query, in addition to retrieving the appropriate results from the underlying search 
engine, I-SPY retrieved any search sessions associated with similar queries and 
combined the results selected during these sessions. Results with high social scores 
were promoted ahead of the results returned by the search engine (Fig. 4). 

The key innovation introduced by I-SPY was community-based search. I-SPY 
allowed users to join one of many communities and perform the search from the 
community prospect. All social feedback was collected and used independently for 
each community, i.e., on a group-level, which increased the reliability of search 
results. A more recent example of social search system with group-level collection of 
social feedback is the search component of Knowledge Sea II [2]. 

 
Fig. 4. Promotion of community-relevant results in I-SPY search engine. Promoted links are 
placed on the top of the results list and annotated with a “pair of eyes” icon. 

6   Social Visualization 

Social visualization is the least investigated area of social information access, 
however, it is one of the most promising contexts of the application of social access 
ideas, due to the highly expressive power of information visualization (IV). 
Information visualization allows users to see a set of information resources as a 
whole, while still being able to recognize individual resources, their properties, and 
their relationships to each other using relative positioning and visual cues such as 
shape, color, and size. In contrast to the 1-dimensional guidance provided by the 
ordered list of objects in IR and IF, a typical IV can use two spatial dimensions in 
addition to the item appearance to express any information important for the users. 



This could be critical for social information access systems, which have to present 
community wisdom to their users in addition to regular information presented in 
traditional information systems. Giving an individual the ability to manipulate the 
relative positioning of documents and visual cues allows a social information access 
system to present more aspects that are valuable to their users. In addition, the higher 
level of interactivity supports more reliable user tracking techniques. 

 

 
Fig. 5. A visualization of a Knowledge See II cell in Social VIBE system. Information 
resources are represented by “human on a background” icons. The color density of the 
background indicates timed page traffic for a group of users. 

To some extent, social visualization resembles social browsing and social 
information filtering. Like in social hypertext browsing, information visualization 
supports user-driven exploration of information items. However, this exploration is 
done not by moving from item to item using links, but by exploring and manipulating 
the visual representation of these items. As a result the context (such as current page 
or query) either does not exist or is hard to define. It makes the visualization close to 
information filtering. These similarities hint that approaches from social browsing and 
collaborative filtering could be appropriate for building social visualization. Indeed, 
both user-profile based approaches from the area of collaborative filtering and page-
centric approaches from the area of collaborative browsing are appropriate for 
collecting community wisdom in the context of social visualization. A benefit of 
page-centric approaches is that they may not require individual login, it may be 
sufficient for users to indicate their community as in I-SPY [48], ASSIST [20] or 
Conference Navigator [19] systems. If the number of visualized objects is not very 



large (up to a few thousands) and the groups are reasonably homogeneous, 
community-level tracking may work quite well. For larger information spaces or to 
achieve better precision individual profiling and profile matching may be necessary. 
On the presentation side, the traditional ranked recommendation list used by 
collaborative filtering system is hardly appropriate for expressing the community 
wisdom in social visualization. The ideas of history-enriched environments used by 
social browsing looks much more relevant. I.e., the representation of information 
items on the visualization can be altered to express past interaction of similar users 
(users from the same community or with matching profiles). 

Knowledge Sea II presented in section 4 provides an example of social 
visualization, which uses page-centric group-level activity tracking and expresses it 
by creating a history-enriched environments with color visual cues. However, it is not 
the most useful example since the visualization itself is not very typical. It is area-
based, not item-based (as in the majority of visualization approaches) and the user 
can’t explore this visualization by manipulating its parameters.  

A more straightforward example can be provided by Social VIBE [1]. This system 
was originally developed in conjunction with the Knowledge Sea II and used to 
visualize documents within a SOM cell. Social VIBE is based on VIBE [42] 
interactive spatial visualization approach, which uses document content analysis to 
present a collection of documents in two dimensions, relative to the points of interest 
(POI). By manipulating the location of the POI, a user can explore the collection and 
locate relevant documents. In Social VIBE the top cell keywords (the cell focus) are 
used as POI so the visualization helps users can to discover relationships between the 
focal keywords and the documents located inside the cell. On Fig. 5 the POIs are 
shown as small orange squares and the documents are displayed using the same social 
icons as used by Knowledge Sea II social browsing context (the color of the human 
figure indicates user personal traffic and its background indicates group traffic). The 
document positions are determined by their similarities to POIs: the closer a 
document to a POI, the more similar its contents to the POI. For example, we can see 
that the documents that are displayed on Fig. 5 are more similar to terms like “loop,” 
“statement,” and “operator” than the terms “condition” and “expression.” When a user 
drags a POI around the screen, related documents follow the move, according to their 
similarity to that POI. Therefore, the user can easily understand the related document 
by observing these movements.  If one document moves a greater distance than the 
other documents do, when a POI is moved, it means that the document is more similar 
to that POI. Trails of the movements may optionally be displayed, as in Fig. 5. Social 
VIBE also provides several other ways to manipulate the visualization (see [1]), but 
they are not essential for the focus of this paper.  

8   Conclusions 

This paper reviewed social information access, a new stream of research on the 
crossroads of information access and social computing. It reviewed the origins of this 
stream, classified social information access technologies according to the supported 
information access paradigm, and provided examples of three less explored types of 



social information access systems. Due to the space limits, some interesting 
technologies were just briefly mentioned and some were completely left out. The 
results of empirical evaluation or reviewed technologies were not presented either. In 
addition, there was no space to discuss two important integrative topics, which go 
beyond the technology-by-technology structure of the review. The first of these topics 
is the emergence of social information access systems, which integrate creatively 
several traditional technologies such as visualization+browsing in Knowledge Sea II 
[17] or search+browsing in ASSIST [20]. This direction of research is important since 
integration expands the volume of community information available for the social 
guidance algorithms. Another important topic is the modern stream of research on 
encouraging user contributions in social systems. Ensuring a reliable stream of user 
feedback is critical for social systems and a number of modern approaches to increase 
the flow of feedback seriously influence the design of social systems. More 
information about it can be found in [11; 20; 25]. With all these shortcomings, the 
author hopes, that this review will be useful to those interested in exploring and 
implementing social information access technologies. 
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